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AP’s first Flatted Factory Complex In News: AP’s first Flatted Factory Complex set to come up in Vizag’s
Pedagantyada

Key Points:
● Although six districts have been identified for establishing the

FFCs, the first unit will be set up in Vizag.
● The State’s first FFC will come up at the Pedagantyada industrial

estate, and the second complex will be located at Kanamam
near Anandapuram in the district.

● The first FFC will have 32 industrial units of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs).

● It will be established under the MSME infrastructure
development scheme of the Union government.

FFC:
● A flatted factory complex is a group of small industrial units

located in a multi-storeyed building.
● These units share common services and facilities, and have their

undivided share in the land.

Flatted factories have the following features:
● Common services and facilities: Common facilities include car

parks, loading/unloading areas, and cargo lifts.
● Size: Standard units range from 1,000 sq ft to 10,000 sq ft.
● Access: Flatted factory units can be accessed by passenger and

cargo lifts.
● Location: Flatted factory complexes are located within the city,

reducing the distance between the place of production and the
market.

Kondaveedu Fort’s history In News: Bilingual photo gallery to provide insight of Kondaveedu Fort’s
history

● A historical and cultural gallery was thrown open at Kondaveedu
hilltop.

● History of the Kondaveedu Fort in Palnadu dates back to the
Satavahana period and is the most famous tourist spot in the
State.

● It was ruled by Reddy Kings, Vijayanagara Kings, and
Bahamas, Nizams, French, and East India Company

Think:
● Read about Kondaveedu Fort
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AP No.1 In GSDP Growth Rate, 3rd
In Industrial Development

Context:
As per report:

● Andhra Pradesh state has climbed to the 1st spot in
GSDP(Gross State Domestic Product) growth rate by
2021-2022, a remarkable increase from the 22nd position in
2019.

● Andhra Pradesh's per capita income has increased to the 9th
position, a significant climb from the 17th spot in 2019.

● The agricultural growth rate for 2021-2022 reached 8.2 per
cent, securing the 5th position nationally. It was negative 6.5
(2019) with the 27th spot in the country in 2019.

AP govt launches Slew of
Development Works

In News: AP govt launches Slew of Development Works

● He inaugurated the agriculture and horticulture colleges
constructed with a cost of Rs. 9.96 core on the campus of
Andhra Pradesh Center for Advanced Research on
Livestock (APCARL).

● He also launched the Rs. 11 core worth state of the art Central
Testing Laboratory built on the premises of APCARL.

○ It was set up to test adulteration of dairy products and
conduct quality control tests on pharmaceutical
applications, diagnostic services and bacteria.

AP bags 27 medals in 37th
National Games

Context:

● Andhra Pradesh contingent has excelled by securing 27 medals
in the 37th National Games held at Goa

● Out of them 7 are gold, 5 are silver and the rest 15 are bronze
medals.

● The AP contingent has performed well and bagged 11 medals
additionally compared to the last editions of national games.

● The AP team had bagged 16 medals in the last edition of the
games.
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